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No matter what shape & size we are talking about , all 
computer system’s perform the following 5 basic 
operations :- 
  
1) Inputting :- The process of entering data 
2) Storing :- saving data & instructions to make them 
readily available for initial processing. 
3) Processing :- performing arithmetic/ logical 
operations on data ,to convert them into useful 
information . 



4) Outputting :- The process of producing useful 
information/results for the user, such as a printed 
report or visual display . 
5) Controlling :- Directing the manner & sequence in 
which all the above operations are performed. 
 The internal architecture of computers differs 
from 1 system model to another . The basic 
organization remains the same for all the computer 
systems .   



 
INPUT  
The following fn’s are performed by an input unit 
:- 
1. it accepts(reads) the instructions & data from 
the outside world . 
2. It converts these instructions & data in 
computer acceptable form. 
3. It supplies the converted data & instructions 
to the computer system for further processing .  



 
OUTPUT 
 
Following fn’s are performed by an output unit :-  
1. It accepts the results produced by the 
computer, which are in coded form & cant be 
understood by us. 
2. It converts these coded results to human 
acceptable form. 
3. It supplies the converted results to the outside 
world .  



 
STORAGE UNIT 
 
The specific fn’s of the storage unit are to store 
:- 
1. The data & instructions required for 
processing . 
2. Intermediate results of processing . 
3. Final results of processing, before these 
results are released to an output device . 



(a) Primary storage :-  
It is also known as main memory, is used to 
hold pieces of program instructions & data, 
intermediate results of processing . The main 
memory can hold information only while the 
system is on. As soon as the computer system 
is switched off/reset the information held in the 
main memory disappears . It has limited storage 
capacity. 



(b) Secondary memory :- also known as 
secondary memory , is used to take care of all 
the limitations of primary memory . Secondary 
storage is much cheaper than the primary 
memory.  
 



 
ARITHMETIC LOGIC UNIT :-  
 
It is a place where actual execution of 
instructions takes place , during the processing 
operation. All decisions are made in the ALU.   



 
CONTROL UNIT :- 
 
It does not perform any actual processing on the 
data , the control unit acts as central nervous 
system for the other components of computer 
system. It manages and coordinates the entire 
computer system. 



CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT :- 
 
The control unit & the arithmetic logic unit of a 
computer system are jointly known as the central 
processing unit (CPU). It is the brain of computer 
system. In computer system, all major calculations 
& comparisons are made inside the CPU & CPU is 
responsible for activating the operations of other 
units of computer system. 



Representation of Information 

. 



Typical data elements are 

 

–bit ─  a single binary digit 
–byte ─ a collection of eight bits accessed 
together 
–word  ─ a collection of binary bits whose size 
is a typical unit of access for the memory.   It 
is typically a power of two multiple of bytes 
(e.g., 1 byte, 2 bytes, 4 bytes, 8 bytes, etc.) 

 



Bytes, Kilobytes, 
Megabytes and Gigabytes 

•Byte   8 Bits=1 byte 

•KB      Kilobyte=1,000 bytes 
•MB     Megabyte=1,000,000  
•         (1 million) bytes 
•GB     Gigabyte=1,000,000,000  
•         (1 billion) bytes 
 



. 

•Memory Data ─ a bit or a collection of bits to be 
stored into or accessed from memory cells. 
•Memory Operations ─ operations on memory 
data supported by the memory unit.  Typically, 
read and write operations over some data 
element (bit, byte, word, etc.). 



Memory Organization 

•Organized as an indexed array of words. Value 
of the index for each word is the memory 
address. 
•Often organized to fit the needs of a particular 
computer architecture.   Some historically 
significant computer architectures and their 
associated memory organization 



Memory Block Diagram 

•A basic memory system is  
•shown here: 
•k address lines are decoded  
•to address 2k words  
•of memory. 
•Each word is n bits. 
•Read and Write are single 

• control lines defining  
•the simplest of memory  
•operations. 
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Basic Memory Operations 
•Memory operations require the following: 

–Data ─ data written to, or read from, memory 
as required by the operation. 
–Address ─ specifies the memory location to 
operate on.   The address lines carry this 
information into the memory. Typically:  n bits 
specify locations of 2n words. 
–An operation ─ Information sent to the memory 
and interpreted as control information which 
specifies the type of operation to be performed.   
Typical operations are READ and WRITE.  Others 
are READ followed by WRITE and a variety of 
operations associated with delivering blocks of 
data. Operation signals may also specify timing 
info. 



Basic Memory Operations 

•Read Memory ─ an operation that reads a data 
value stored in memory: 

–Place a valid address on the address lines. 
–Wait for the read data to become stable. 

•Write Memory ─ an operation that writes a 
data value to memory: 

–Place a valid address on the address lines and valid 
data on the data lines. 
–Toggle the memory write control line 

 



Megabytes and Gigabytes 

•One megabyte equals one million bytes.  So, a 
computer with 512 megabytes of RAM (Random 
Access Memory) means the computer can 
handle 512,000,000  
•(512 million) bytes of RAM. 
•Hard disk space is also measured in bytes.  So, a 
200 GB Hard Disk Drive has 200,000,000,000 
(200 billion) bytes for storing memory! 


